All research reported in the current volume is squarely related to practice, even if the formal approach is taken. Thus, authors of FAMAS contributions devote their attention to pressing practical problems such as supporting organizations in planning, security and effective communication. Since the first FAMAS edition, emphasis has been shifting to correspond to the situatedness of multi-agent systems in a dynamic environment. Also, quite a few authors take on the challenge to combine different logics or to investigate the relations between different logical viewpoints (e.g. temporal versus dynamic logic) in a methodologically sound manner.
Verification and dynamical aspects of multi-agent systems
In Hindriks and Meyer's "Toward a programming theory for rational agents", the focus is on an agent programming theory consisting of both an agent programming language and a corresponding logic to verify agent programs. The logic, "dynamic knowledge logic (DKL)" is inspired by dynamic epistemic logic, incorporating declarative goals. For the dynamic agent programming language, the authors provide both an operational and a denotational semantics. The two types of semantics are proved to be equivalent. Finally, the paper gives an interesting first step into formalizing the process of goal adoption, based on second-order goals.
Roos and Witteveen, in their paper "Models and methods for plan diagnosis", present a model-based diagnosis approach to plan diagnosis. They restrict themselves to the case in which failure of actions causes the failure of the plan as a whole, arguing that if a plan is correctly specified, then errors in its execution become manifest in the incorrect performance of at least one action. They present a formal framework for diagnosis, and show that their "mini-maxi diagnoses" can be computed efficiently.
Communication and security in a multi-agent setting
Orgun, Governatori and Liu provide a fruitful bridge from theory to practice in their contribution "Modal tableaux for verifying stream authentication protocols". In order to do this, they first construct a combined logic by adding a temporal dimension to the logic of beliefs by using the fibring method to combine logics, as introduced by Gabbay and colleagues. A sound and complete logic is provided, and, as the cherry on the cake, the system is applied to the authors' formalization of the TESLA authentication protocol, that also served as a successful jumping-off point for Wozna and Lomuscio's "A complete and decidable security-specialised logic and its application to the TESLA protocol", published in the proceedings of AAMAS'06.
Similarly, Teepe combines a protocol and a security-inspired logic in his "On BAN logic and hash functions or: How an unjustified inference rule causes problems". He gives a short introduction to cryptographic hash functions and then shows, both proof-theoretically and semantically, that the well-known BAN logic proves a very undesirable conclusion about a simple communication protocol. The result does not invalidate logical approaches to protocol analysis, but does provide a welcome warning not to include too strong rules in order to make the logic complete.
